Genomic analysis reveals novel connections between alternative splicing and circadian regulatory networks.
Circadian clocks, the molecular devices present in almost all eukaryotic and some prokaryotic organisms, phase biological activities to the most appropriate time of day. These devices are synchronized by the daily cycles of light and temperature, and control hundreds of processes, ranging from gene expression to behavior as well as reproductive development. For a long time, these clocks were considered to operate primarily through regulatory feedback loops that act at the transcriptional level. Recent studies, however, conclusively show that circadian rhythms can persist in the absence of transcription, and it is evident that robust and precise circadian oscillations require multiple regulatory mechanisms operating at the co-/post-transcriptional, translational, post-translational and metabolic levels. Furthermore, these different regulatory loops exhibit strong interactions, which contribute to the synchronization of biological rhythms with environmental changes throughout the day and year. Here, we describe recent advances that highlight the role of alternative splicing (AS) in the operation of circadian networks, focusing on molecular and genomic studies conducted in Arabidopsis thaliana. These studies have also enhanced our understanding of the mechanisms that control AS and of the physiological impact of AS.